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Accolades and Recognition

Dickie McCamey is pleased to share our achievements with you as an indicator of what you might expect from us.

Our commitment to our clients, diversity and inclusion, and pro bono and community service has given us the ability

to receive various awards and accolades including but not limited to the areas listed below.

We look forward to new ways to raise the bar that you, your company, and others will appreciate.

U.S. News – Best Lawyers® “Best Law Firms” have been publishing its

rankings since 2010. Every year, Dickie, McCamey & Chilcote has

appeared on the “Best Law Firms” list and has been highly ranked in both the national and

metropolitan tiers. Firms included in the “Best Law Firms” list are recognized for professional excellence with

consistently impressive ratings acquired from clients and peers.

Gaining

national

recognition from their peers, Dickie, McCamey & Chilcote attorneys are

consistently recognized for inclusion in The Best Lawyers in America® annual editions (copyright by

Woodward/White, Inc., of Aiken, SC). The Best Lawyers in America® is

regarded as a definitive guide to legal excellence based on an exhaustive

peer review survey. Attorneys honored for their abilities, professionalism, and integrity are named Best Lawyers®

 “Lawyer of the Year” — only a single lawyer in each practice area and designated metropolitan area is honored.

Each year, Dickie McCamey attorneys appear on the “Lawyer of the Year” listing in various practice areas. The

recognition is based on the voting averages received during Best Lawyers® peer review assessments, which

annually yield over four million evaluations.

Over the past 15 years, Dickie McCamey has been consistently honored as a “Top Workplace” by the

Pittsburgh Post-Gazette and as a “Best Place to Work in Western Pennsylvania” by the Pittsburgh

Business Times. These distinctions celebrate the success, commitment, and longevity of its employees.

DMC staff members with over ten years of service equals more than 2,750 years, and the average years

of service for all staff who served over ten years is 25.5 years.

Martindale-Hubbell® has

long set the standard for lawyer ratings.

The Martindale-Hubbell® Peer Review Ratings™ attest to a lawyer’s legal ability

and professional ethics and reflect the confidential opinions of members of the Bar and Judiciary. Nearly half of

Dickie, McCamey & Chilcote’s shareholders have been rated with an AV

Preeminent® rating, the highest rating available. The AV Preeminent® rating is a

significant accomplishment and a testament to the fact that a lawyer’s peers rank him or her at the highest level of

professional excellence.

https://bestlawfirms.usnews.com/profile/dickie-mccamey-chilcote-p-c/rankings/18232
https://www.bestlawyers.com/firms/dickie-mccamey-chilcote-p-c/18232/US
https://www.martindale.com/organization/dickie-mccamey-chilcote-pc-1113338/


Dickie, McCamey & Chilcote maintains the

elite status in the insurance industry from

A.M. Best’s and remains in their “Directory of Recommended Insurance

Attorneys.” This recommendation is based on the verification and endorsements from the firm’s insurance clients as

well as a number of endorsements from insurance companies, non insurance

company or self-insured clients, and third party administrators for whom we have

handled insurance-related matters. The firm has been recommended by its

insurance company clients since 1929 as qualified professionals skilled at

handling the unique concerns of the insurance industry.
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